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Figure S1 | | Illustration of the measurements setup. a, Annealing chamber. b, Illustration of ITO interdigitated substrate electrodeposited
with PEDOT (electrodes 1-5) and TiO2 (electrodes 6-10). Electrode 11 is bare ITO. c, Illustration of the experimental setup for currentvoltage sweeps performed in-situ without X-rays. d, Illustration of the setup for diffraction pattern measurement (light off) with a 10 keV
X-ray at grazing incidence.

Table S1 | Summary of IBC measurements details. Ta is the annealing temperature, tmax is the total measurement period for the data
shown in the graphs, DL is the light dose in seconds per minute, DXRD is the X-ray dose in seconds/minutes, ΔT is the duration of a
measurement loop step in seconds, ΔTL is the time the sample is exposed to light during a loop step, ΔTXRD is the time the sample is exposed
to X-rays during a loop step, MS is the measurement step. FD: forward JV under dark, RL: reverse JV under light.

Figure S2 | Comparison of current-voltage sweeps between IBC solar cells with (S28) and without selective electrodes (S29) during
the in-situ anneal at 88.2°C (MAI:PbCl 2 + HI). a, Forward JV sweeps under light conditions. b, Forward JV sweeps under dark
conditions. The measurement procedure for the two IBC solar cells was: measure one GI-WAXS pattern (10s integration time), Forward
JV sweep (18s, light off), Reverse JV sweep (18s, light off), repeat every 54.4s.

Figure S3 | Comparison between IBC reported by Pazos et al. and IBC reported in this work (MAI:PbCl 2 + HI). JV data from Pazos et al.
was extracted from Fig. S14 in ref. [1]. Pazos et al. report on perovskite IBC solar cells spin-coated from MAI: PbAc2 and measured at room
temperature. The JV data from S28 corresponds to the measurement performed at 88.2°C, 100min after the beginning of the anneal.

Figure S4 | Schematics of the electrodes numbering and gap between digits in IBC solar cells. Electrodes 1 and 6: 200 m; electrodes 2
and 7: 150 m; electrodes 3 and 8: 100 m; electrodes 4 and 9: 75 m; electrodes 5 and 10: 50 m.

Figure S5 | Figures-of-merit of two IBC solar cells vs channel length (MAI:PbCl 2 + HI). Both solar cells were measured offline without
X-rays. The FOM shown for each channel length of S100 and S101 were acquired at room temperature with a forward scan followed by a
reverse scan (waiting time 5min between measurements).

Figure S6 | Reverse JV sweeps under light measured across electrodes not facing each other (MAI:PbCl 2 + HI). The reverse JV sweeps
shown were performed at 88.2°C. S103c, S103d, S104e, and S103f were measured across electrodes 3 and 7, 2 and 7, 2 and floating, 2
and 11.

Table S2 | Open circuit voltage measurements on IBC solar cells before perovskite full conversion. Ta is the annealing temperature, t1
is the instant at which the measurement (Voc at t1) was performed since the IBC solar cell was placed on the hotplate (with the exception
of S102, which is not annealed).

Figure S7 | Structural and opto-electrical parameters extracted from simultaneous GI-WAXS diffraction patterns (dark) and
current-voltage (light) measurement of a (MAI:PbCl 2 + HI) IBC solar cell (S142) during in-situ anneal at 83.8°C. a, Integrated
precursor, perovskite and PbI2 peak intensities vs annealing time b, Normalized figures-of-merit (FOM) vs annealing time. The following
measurement loop step was repeated every 54.4s: measure one GI-WAXS pattern (1s integration time), forward JV sweep (18s, light
off), reverse JV sweep (18s, light on).

Figure S8 | Structural and opto-electrical parameters extracted from simultaneous GI-WAXS diffraction patterns (dark) and
current-voltage (light) measurement of a (MAI:PbCl 2 + HI) IBC solar cell (S129) during in-situ anneal at 92.5°C. a, Integrated
precursor, perovskite and PbI2 peak intensities vs annealing time b, Normalized figures-of-merit (FOM) vs annealing time. The following
measurement loop step was repeated every 54.4s: measure one GI-WAXS pattern (1s integration time), forward JV sweep (18s, light
off), reverse JV sweep (18s, light on).

Figure S9 | Structural and opto-electrical parameters extracted from simultaneous GI-WAXS diffraction patterns (dark) and
current-voltage (light) measurement of a (MAI:PbCl 2 + HI) IBC solar cell (S128) during in-situ anneal at 96.8°C. a, Integrated
precursor, perovskite and PbI2 peak intensities vs annealing time b, Normalized figures-of-merit (FOM) vs annealing time. The following
measurement loop step was repeated every 54.4s: measure one GI-WAXS pattern (1s integration time), forward JV sweep (18s, light
off), reverse JV sweep (18s, light on).

Figure S10 | Comparison between perovskite peak integral and normalized J sc for (MAI:PbCl 2 + HI) IBC solar cells annealed in-situ at
different temperatures.

Figure S11 | Comparison between perovskite peak integral and normalized V oc for (MAI:PbCl 2 + HI) IBC solar cells annealed in-situ at
different temperatures .

Figure S12 | Comparison between perovskite peak integral and normalized FF for (MAI:PbCl 2 + HI) IBC solar cells annealed in-situ at
different temperatures .

Figure S13 | Comparison between perovskite peak integral and normalized PCE for (MAI:PbCl 2 + HI) IBC solar cells annealed in-situ
at different temperatures .
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Figure S14 | Kinetic data for isothermally annealed (MAI:PbCl 2 + HI) IBC perovskite solar cells. a, plots of the perovskite peak integral
extracted from azimuthally integrated line profiles for isothermally annealed perovskite solar cells at 83.8°C (blue diamonds), 88.2°C
(red diamonds), 92.5°C (yellow diamonds), 96.8°C (violet diamonds), with the JMA model fits (sigmoid in eq. 1, solid lines). b, plots
constructed as described in the text and fitted with the line in eq. 1, to extract the slope corresponding to the activation energy Ea.

Table S3 | Parameters extracted from the sigmoidal fit of x( t) datapoints in Figure S14a using an activation energy of 89 kJ/mol. R 2 is
the goodness of the fit.

Figure S15 | Structural and opto-electrical parameters extracted from simultaneous GI-WAXS diffraction patterns (dark) and
current-voltage (light) measurement of (MAI:PbCl2 + HI) IBC solar cell (S132) during in-situ anneal at 88.2°C. a, Integrated
precursor, perovskite and PbI2 peak intensities vs annealing time b, Normalized figures-of-merit (FOM) vs annealing time. The following
measurement loop step was repeated every 10min: measure one GI-WAXS pattern (1s integration time), forward JV sweep (18s, light
off), reverse JV sweep (18s, light on).

Figure S16 | Structural and opto-electrical parameters extracted from simultaneous GI-WAXS diffraction patterns (dark) and
current-voltage (light) measurement of (MAI:PbCl2 + HI) IBC solar cell (S116) during in-situ anneal at 88.2°C. a, Integrated
precursor, perovskite and PbI2 peak intensities vs annealing time b, Normalized figures-of-merit (FOM) vs annealing time. The following
measurement loop step was repeated every 10min: measure one GI-WAXS pattern (10s integration time), static Jsc (3s, light off), static
Voc (3s, light on).

Figure S17 | Structural and opto-electrical parameters extracted from simultaneous GI-WAXS diffraction patterns (dark) and
current-voltage (light) measurement of (MAI:PbCl2 + HI) IBC solar cell (S117) during in-situ anneal at 88.2°C. a, Integrated
precursor, perovskite and PbI2 peak intensities vs annealing time b, Normalized figures-of-merit (FOM) vs annealing time. The following
measurement loop step was repeated every 54.4s: measure one GI-WAXS pattern (10s integration time), static Jsc (3s, light off), static
Voc (3s, light on).

Figure S18 | Pictures of the (MAI:PbCl2 + HI) IBC solar cells after the GI-WAXS and JV measurements in-situ during the anneal at
90°C. The figures title indicate the IBC sample name, the overall light exposure in minutes followed by ‘L’, and the overall X-ray
exposure in minutes followed by ‘X’. The black marks indicate the position of the cathode and anode where the electrical probes were
connected for the JV sweeps. The yellow portions of the film are made of perovskite degraded into PbI2, as the effect of beam damage.

Figure S19 | Effect of X-ray and light damage on (MAI:PbCl2 + HI) IBC solar cells. a, Normalized perovskite peak integrated intensity
vs annealing time (see Table S1). b, as a for the normalized short circuit current density. c, as a for the open circuit voltage. In the
legends, the light exposure in seconds per minute is followed by ‘L’, and the X-ray exposure in seconds per minute is followed by ‘X’.

Figure S20 | Figures-of-merit of planar solar cells annealed ex-situ at ~97°C. The red bars indicate the average std for the data points
(black dots).

Figure S21 | Normalized fill factor of (MAI:PbCl2 + HI) IBC solar cells annealed in-situ and planar solar cell (S128) annealed ex-situ at
~97°C and structural data. a, Comparison between normalized FF of IBC S128 and a series of planar solar cells. The red bars indicate the
average std for the data points (black dots). The following measurement procedure for S128 was repeated every 54.4s: measure one GIWAXS pattern (1s integration time), forward JV sweep (18s, light off), reverse JV sweep (18s, light on, indicated as RL). b, Normalized GIWAXS integrated intensity of the PbI2, perovskite peak, and precursor peak extracted from the azimuthally integrated line profiles. The
GI-WAXS data was acquired in-operando during the annealing of the IBC solar cell S128.

Figure S22 | Normalized power conversion efficiency of (MAI:PbCl2 + HI) IBC solar cell (S128) annealed in-situ and planar solar
cells annealed ex-situ at ~97°C and structural data. a, Comparison between normalized PCE of IBC S128 and a series of planar solar
cells. The red bars indicate the average std for the data points (black dots). The following measurement procedure for S128 was
repeated every 54.4s: measure one GI-WAXS pattern (1s integration time), forward JV sweep (18s, light off), reverse JV sweep (18s,
light on, indicated as RL). b, Normalized GI-WAXS integrated intensity of the PbI2, perovskite peak, and precursor peak extracted from
the azimuthally integrated line profiles. The GI-WAXS data was acquired in-operando during the annealing of the IBC solar cell S128.

Figure S23 | Perovskite peak integral and normalized PCE extracted from simultaneous GI -WAXS diffraction patterns (dark) and
current-voltage (light) measurement of (MAI:PbCl 2 + PbI 2) IBC solar cells during in-situ anneal at 83.8°C, 92.5°C, and 114.7°C. a,
Integrated perovskite peak intensities vs annealing time b, Normalized PCE vs annealing time.

Figure S24 | Structural and opto-electrical parameters extracted from simultaneous GI-WAXS diffraction patterns (dark) and
current-voltage (light) measurement of a (MAI:PbCl 2 + PbI 2) IBC solar cell (S139) during in-situ anneal at 83.8°C. a, Integrated
precursor, perovskite and PbI2 peak intensities vs annealing time b, Normalized figures-of-merit (FOM) vs annealing time. The following
measurement loop step was repeated every 54.4s: measure one GI-WAXS pattern (1s integration time), forward JV sweep (18s, light
off), reverse JV sweep (18s, light on).

Figure S25 | Structural and opto-electrical parameters extracted from simultaneous GI-WAXS diffraction patterns (dark) and currentvoltage (light) measurement of a (MAI:PbCl 2 + PbI 2) IBC solar cell (S137) during in-situ anneal at 92.5°C. a, Integrated precursor,
perovskite and PbI2 peak intensities vs annealing time b, Normalized figures-of-merit (FOM) vs annealing time. The following
measurement loop step was repeated every 54.4s: measure one GI-WAXS pattern (1s integration time), forward JV sweep (18s, light off),
reverse JV sweep (18s, light on).

Figure S26 | Structural and opto-electrical parameters extracted from simultaneous GI-WAXS diffraction patterns (dark) and currentvoltage (light) measurement of a (MAI:PbCl 2 + PbI 2) IBC solar cell (S158) during in-situ anneal at 114.7°C. a, Integrated precursor,
perovskite and PbI2 peak intensities vs annealing time b, Normalized figures-of-merit (FOM) vs annealing time. The following
measurement loop step was repeated every 54.4s: measure one GI-WAXS pattern (1s integration time), forward JV sweep (18s, light off),
reverse JV sweep (18s, light on).

Figure S27 | Perovskite peak integral and normalized J sc extracted from simultaneous GI-WAXS diffraction patterns (dark) and
current-voltage (light) measurement of (MAI:PbCl 2 + PbI 2) IBC solar cells during in-situ anneal at 83.8°C, 92.5°C, and 114.7°C. a,
Integrated perovskite peak intensities vs annealing time b, Normalized Jsc vs annealing time.

Figure S28 | Perovskite peak integral and normalized Voc extracted from simultaneous GI-WAXS diffraction patterns (dark) and
current-voltage (light) measurement of (MAI:PbCl 2 + PbI 2) IBC solar cell during in-situ anneal at 83.8°C, 92.5°C, and 114.7°C. a,
Integrated perovskite peak intensities vs annealing time b, Normalized Voc vs annealing time.

Figure S29 | Perovskite peak integral and normalized FF extracted from simultaneous GI -WAXS diffraction patterns (dark) and
current-voltage (light) measurement of (MAI:PbCl 2 + PbI 2) IBC solar cell during in-situ anneal at 83.8°C, 92.5°C, and 114.7°C. a,
Integrated perovskite peak intensities vs annealing time b, Normalized FF vs annealing time.

Figure S30 | Comparison between the PbI 2 peak integrals of IBC solar cells from MAI:PbCl 2 with HI (S129) and PbI 2 (S137) additives.
The two IBC solar cells were annealed at the same temperature (92.5°C) and measured under the same conditions.

Figure S31 | Kinetic data for isothermally annealed (MAI:PbCl 2 + PbI 2) IBC perovskite solar cells. a, plots of the perovskite peak
integral extracted from azimuthally integrated line profiles for isothermally annealed perovskite solar cells at 83.8°C (blue diamonds),
92.5°C (red diamonds), 101.6°C (yellow diamonds), 114.7°C (violet diamonds), with the JMA model fits (sigmoid in eq. 1, solid lines). b,
plots constructed as described in the text and fitted with the line in eq. 1, to extract the slope corresponding to the activation energy Ea.

Table S4 | Parameters extracted from the sigmoidal fit of x(t) datapoints in Figure S31a using an activation energy of 94 23 J/mol.
R 2 is the goodness of the fit.

Figure S32 | IBC solar cell active area calculation. The illustration shows the interdigitated area of an IBC solar cell. The digits face each
other for 6mm. Each digit is 0.11mm wide. The active area used for the calculations of the current density and the power conversion
efficiency is highlighted in red.

Table S5 | Record open crcuit voltages for the IBC solar cells measured in this work. Note that in case of forward and reverse sweeps
we report the maxium value. Note that S113 is measured during the anneal at 88.2°C and after the anneal at room temperature (24.9°C).

Figure S33 | Cake slice used for the extraction of the azimuthally integrated line profiles. χ indicates the azimuthal angle.

